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Louis Untermeyer Here;
Appearance Arranged
By Contributors' Club
Author and Critic
Lectures Tonight
In Little Theatre
By Virginia turn
Louis Untermeyer, famed Amer-
ican poet and critic, will speak on
"The New American Arts, Thurs-
day, January 11, in the Little Thea-
tre at 7:30.
Before his fiftieth year he has writ-
ten and compiled more than thirty
volumes of prose and verse. His trans-
lation of Heine has become standard,
reinforced by the biography, "Hein-
rich Heine: Paradox and Poet." His
anthologies have been adopted as text
books in colleges and univeristies
throughout the country. When the
"Encyclopedia Britannica" was revised
he was selected to contribute the ar-
ticles on Modern American Poetry,
Mr. Untermeyer is an enthusiastic
man. He has the reputation for being
the best story teller in the Adiron-
dacks. Rockwell Kent, famous illus-
trator, said of him, "He is a simple
man whose work is consistent."
On his own aims and interests Mr.
Untermeyer says: "In my eighties I
plan to finish a sonata I began thirty
years ago, read the Anatomy of Mel-
ancholy, and translate the complete
works of Heinrich Heine. At ninety,
I shall pay all my debts, and at ninety-
five, I hope to breed a really bright
red iris. Then I shall die content."
Library Drive
May Include
Student Body
A group of twelve students, appoint-
ed by an alumni committee, met at
President Hauck's home last Sunday
night to consider the question whether
`Campus' Poll
To Be Held
Tomorrow
Student opinion on the new frater-
nity rushing system will be tested in
the next Cam/la poll to be held to-
morrow, according to an announce-
ment made today by the poll commit-
tee. Ballot boxes will be located in
Aubert, Stevens, Winslow, and Merrill
Halls,
Beth Trott, chairman of the poll
committee, stated that unless nearly
fifty per cent of the student body
voted in this poll, this Cam/us feature
will be discontinued.
The questions are:
1. Would you financially support a
student literary periodical?
2. Do you think that the M.C.A.
Embassy program should be con-
tinued?
3. I think that the war aims of the
Allies are:
a. to save the world for democracy
b. to save the British and the
French empires
4. Do you favor the U. S. program
of armament expansion?
5. In the event that the U. S. became
involved in a foreign war would you:
a. enlist?
b. wait for a draft?
c. refuse to go?
6. Do you approve of the new fra-
ternity rushing system?
"Preferential" Rushing
System Adopted
A new system of fraternity rushing
designed to equalize better the num-
ber of pledges taken into each house
and thus strengthen the position of
fraternities on campus has been
or not the undergraduates of the Uni- adopted by the Interfrateniity Council
vcrsity would like to have a share in to go into effect this year. Leon Breton,
making possible a new library, plans president of the Council, announced
for which have already been an- today.
nounced. Complete details of the "preferen-
This committee is studying the sit- tial" system were not ready when the
uation carefully and at a subsequent CaintliS went to press.
meeting is to consider further the
possibility of student participation in
the library campaign, at which meet- 
Weidman Dance Tr
Chicago Debate
Award Given
Sophomore
Francis Andrews Wins
Excellence Award In
Forensic Tournament
Francis Andrews, a sophomore in
the College of Arts and Sciences, re-
ceived an "excellence" award in the
National Forensic Progress Tourna-
ment held during the Christmas recess
at Chicago. John Cullinan, a fresh-
man in the College of Arts and Sci-
ences, also representing the University,
received a high rating.
FRANCIS As DREWS
Andrews' "excellence" rating signi-
fies that he was one of the twelve best
out of nearly six hundred college
students competing in the tournament.
Forensic progression, Andrews stat-
ed, is a new method of debating based
on the panel discussion idea. Each
contestant speaks in seven different
panels on one general subject. He
does not know until his turn to speak
arrives what particular phase of the
general subject he must discuss.
Delwin B. Dusenbury. instructor in
the department of public speaking, ac-
companied Maine's representatives to
Chicago awl served as a judge ill the
tournament.
ing it is expected a decision w ill be
made on this matter.
Presiding at the meeting 
Deerng man 
was
o 
Dean Comes To Maine March 16Arthur i, chairf the
alumni committee. Dean Deering out-
lined the general situation in regard to
alumni plans for raising funds for the
library. President Hauck discussed
some of the important reasons why the
University needs a new library build-
ing Mr. Earl Bennett, also of the
committee, presented some salient
points to be considered by the student
group who are to determine whether
or not the undergraduate laxly will be
invited to join with the alumni and
faculty in this faculty.
Students on the committee are:
I.eon Breton, president of the Student
Senate; Alice Ann Donovan, president
of Women's Student Government As-
sociation ; Don Smith, Men's Athletic
Association; Marjorie Deering, pres-
ident of the Women's Athletic Associ-
ation; Harold Gerrish, president of the
Senior Skulls, and the senior class;
Elizabeth Libby, president of All-
Maine Women; Robert French, Soph-
omore Owls; Margaret Phillips,
Eagles; Richard Martinez, freshman
class; Edward Barrows, sophomore
class; James Harris. junior class,
-
Columbia Presents
"Campus of the Air"
..1n intercollegiate radio program,
"Campus of the Air," will he inaug-
urate.' Saturday. January 20, at 500
p.m. over the New England network
of the Columbia Broadcasting System.
Miss Marcia Finks is the Contributing
Editor representing University of
Maine on this new program that will
radiocast highlights of the campus
activity of thirty New England col-
leges.
The program, the first of such mag-
nitude in the annals of American radio
to be presented by a staff of college
editors and devoted to depicting a slice
of college life, has been organized with
the co-operation of New England Town
Hall and the aid of the regional office
of the Columbia Broadcasting System.
Doris Humphrey, Charles Weidman,
and Dance Group make their first ap-
pearance in Maine at 8:00, March 16,
in the University of Maine Memorial'
Gymnasium. They are presented by
the Modern Dance Club and Woolen's
Campus organizations under the aus-
pices of the Physical Education De-
partment.
This is the second transcontinental
tour by this well-known company.
Brilliant chareographers as well as
soloists, Miss Humphrey and Mr.
Weidman have created more than 100'
compositions. Many of these though
serious in theme are humorous in treat-
ment since Miss Humphrey and Mr.
Weichnan believe that the dance should
"amuse, entertain, awl astonish" as I
well as arouse its spectators. The
Washington Herald gives a fine ap-
praisal of this group's work when it
reports: "It would seem to be a cer-
tainty that America has a definitely
crystallized dance form of her own
and that Illimphrey and Weidman are
the chemists who have given us the
basic formula."
The Middle West is the home of
these talented dancers. Miss Hum-
phrey is a graduate of a Chicago fin-
ishing schcsil, and Mr. Weidman for-
.merly lived in I.incoln. Nebraska.
They first met in the dance company
of Ruth St. Denis and Ted Shawn.
Following a period of study at the
Denishawn school in California, they
rose to the rank of featured soloists
awl toured with the company in Amer-
ica awl in the Orient.
In 1928 they opened their own school
in New York and that fall gave their
first major recital. They formed their
own concert group and ...On received
SIR'Ii favorable notices that they were
summoned to appear vi ith the Phila-
delphia Orchestra. the New York
Philharmonic Symphony, and the
Cleveland Symphony. William N.
oup
Gates in this last named city praised
them thus: "The technical sureness
and the freedom of the group as a
whole is a thing of joy."
Their next work was on Broadway
where they received new attention,
staging dances for such successes as
"Americana," "As Thousands Cheer,"
and "I'd Rather Be Right."
Between concert engagements, Miss
Humphrey and Mr. Weidman teach at
their own studio in New York, where
pupils have been drawn from all parts
of the country, at Temple University,
Bryn Mawr College, Columbia Uni-
versity, and New York University.
During all five summers of the
existencey have given
courses at Bennington School of the
Dance in Vermont and presented their
company in Festival performances
there.
A real understanding of the fame of
the I I umph rey-Weidman Dance
Troupe may he realized from the words
of their critics. Lionel Newak, Pian-
ist, says, "An American art expression
that has the spice of humor and the
dignity of truth." John Martin, New
York Times, adds, "It is very good to
have the beauty and the eloquence of
the American dance so clearly pointed
out—a matter of deep delight to dis-
cover it to he so sound, so genuine,
awl so ingratiating."
Although this group was brought
here primarily for the students and
members of the faculty, the outside
public will he welcomed. Tickets on
sale at Dakin's. W.A.A. Office, the
Bookstore, and by special agents, are
priced as follows: Orchestra .75; Bal-
cony .50.
The committee in charge of arrange-
ments is Elizabeth Gammons, chair-
man; Mavis Creamer. advertising ;
Virginia May, blocking seats; Esther
Drummond and Barbara Savage, tick-
ets; Mary Bates, decoratiiins ; and
Margaret Hauck, ushers.
Finance Finnish Freedom
Give fifty cents for Finland!
When the mighty Russian juggernaut launched an attack on
three fronts of diminutive Finland, the whole civilized world was
appalled by this disgraceful breach of international law and morality.
"The Finns surely can't last any longer than Poland did after the
German attack," was the common concensus of opinion as the Red
Army slowly began to gain momentum during the first week of the
invasion.
Donate fifty cents for Finland!
But as the Soviet advance neared the Mannerheim Line in the
south and the main Finnish defenses in the north and east, followers
of the international scene began to sit up and take notice. When it
was evident that the Communist attacks were continually being re-
pulsed on all three fronts, opinion conceded the Soviets only a re-
tarded and very costly victory.
Sacrifice fifty cents for Finland!
Now that the "Northern Slays" have actually destroyed not
only companies but even whole divisions of their Communist assail-
ant, the Finns are given an even chance at least of permanently stop-
ping the Russian drive. This hardy and courageous little country
has shown its potential defensive and offensive ability. The Finns
have demonstrated that they are capable of preserving their inde-
pendence from Commu-nazi aggression IF—IF they can obtain
financial and economic support.
Find fifty cents for Finland!
That IF is the main subject of this editorial. The editorial
board of the Campus, in recognition of the worthy Finnish cause
and the moral issues involved, has seen fit to conduct a campaign to
raise money for the aid of Finland. This money will be turned over
to the State committee that Herbert I lwver has appointed to raise
funds in Maine.
Contribute fifty cents for Finland!
The purpose of the Campus campaign should appeal to all
American students who appreciate the values of the democratic form
of government. It is not a campaign for enlisting an expeditionary
force to fight for Finland. American military support would not be
necessary to defend the Finnish Democracy if this country lends its
financial and moral support to the cause.
Save fifty cents for Finland!
Keep the Campus staff busy emptying the Finnish campaign
contribution boxes.
Fifty cents for Finland!
Students Open
Book Exchange
A student used-book exchange is to
be organized and operated upon the
campus at the beginning of time next
semester. Under a plan recently ap-
proved by the Administrative Com-
mittee of the University, a committee
of students, which includes George
'Ellis, Edwin Young, and Martin
Scher, will ruts the non-profit exchange.
The committee will post lists of the
books that are to be used next seines-
ter. Students will bring their books
to the exchange and receive a receipt
for them. The location of the ex-
change is to be announced later but
it will be centrally located in order to
facilitate this service. The exchange
will sell the txmoks and keep the money
for the student until he calls for it.
If the books are not sold, they will be
returned to the student at the end of
the first week of the nevi. semester.
The student selling the book decides
on how much he will ask for it. Since,
however. the standard price on the
campus for second-hand books in pawl
cwwlition is usually about two-thirds
of the original price, it is expected that
this price will be usually maintained.
This is a service organization for
the students at this University and
as a result of this policy no charge
whatsoever will be made. If, how-
ever, it is found that there is a lack of
cooperation upon the part of the stu-
dents for whom the service is to be
maintained, it w ill be discontinued.
Bureau Acts To
Place Seniors
The annual senior placement activi-
ties have already opened promisingly
for the Class of 1940. according to a
statement made today by Philip J.
Brockway. Visits by representatives
of three leading corporations during
the first and second week of January is
a probable indication that employment
activities are going to be better than
in recent years.
Consideration by E. I. duPont De-
Nemours Company, Ingersoll-Rand,
and the Armstrong Cork Company of
senior applicants with both technical
and non-technical training has resulted
in promising leads for several men.
In addition, a number of requests for
selected recommridations has resulted
'trim the field trips of the director and
are being followed up rapidly.1
Contributors Meet
At Ellis Home
Original selections by Miriam Gol-
den, Virginia Hill, and Mrs. George
Sanderlin were read at the meeting
of the Contributors' Club last Sunday
night at the home of Dr. Milton Ellis.
The program was as follows: Miri-
am Golden read two of her short
stories, one of which was in letter
form. Virginia Hill recited two short
poems, and Mrs. George Sanderlin
read a short story.
During the meeting the members
discussed the coming of Louis Unter-
meyer to the University.
'Campus' Starts Campaign
To Raise Money For
Finnish Relief Fund
Pale Blue Key
Holds Cabaret
Friday Night
Student Artists
Feature Show;
Akins' Music
 •
The Pale Blue Key Cabaret, Maine's
only night club, sponsored each year
by the Pale Blue Key Society, will
open its doors Friday evening, January
12, at 8:00 p.m. in Memorial Gymnasi-
UM.
A floor show will be given by such
entertainers as Ted Sobel and Ted
Stone who will do dance numbers and
other specialties. Skip Creamer will
do a solo act.
There will also be a broadcast from
the club with Watie Aikins and his
orchestra furnishing the music and
many special arrangements. Scores of
the Maine-Connecticut game will be
given at intervals during the evening.
Waiters from the freshman class will
serve refreshments at the tables sur-
rounding the dance floor. There is to
be no cover charge and no stags are
to be admitted. Check room reserva-
tions will accompany the tickets which
can be obtained from members of the
Pale Blue Key Society.
Song Dedicated
To University
Paul White, well-known composer
and orchestra leader, who received an
honorary degree from the University
of Maine last year, is the author of a
new composition, "College Caprice,"
based upon the Y.M.C.A. song of the
state of Maine. The new composition,
dedicated to the University of Maine,
was played over a national hook-up
of the National Broadcasting System
Thursday night.
The Rochester Times-Unien said of
the piece, "—it is written in an amus-
ing vein, and is as ingratiatingly un-
assuming as it is aurally persuasve"
The Rochester Democrat and Chron-
icle wrote, "'College Caprice' proved
of real humor, the sort of amusing
thing he does so well. Based oil a
roistering college song and dedicated
to the University of Maine, his alma
mater, its buoyant gaiety evoked real
audience enthusiasm."
Machine Age Methods
Used on Exam Schedule
Ily Wendall
Every student at the University of
Maine takes from four to nine courses
which come at various times each clay
and on different days of the week.
After each semester's work is complete,
these two thousands or more students
are required to take final examina-
tions. These examinations are all
crowded into approximately eight
days.
The difficulty of making out the
examination schedule seldom if ever
occurs to anyone not directly connected
with its compilation. It must be man-
aged in suds a way that no student is
required to take two examinations at
the same time, with courses having as
many as twenty-three divisions. In
arranging this schedule, the field of
statistics plays a very important role.
The mere mention of the word "sta-
tistics" is enough to frighten many
people; however, it simply refers to
the application of mathematical formu-
las which in themselves are relatively
easy to understand.
hi determining the time and place
for different examinations in the final
schedule, a sorting machine is used.
This machinery, which cannot be pur-
chased, is rented to the Maine Agri-
cultural Experiment Station by the
International Business Machines In-
corporated It is used for card sort-
ing and different types of statistical
analyses.
The cards have holes puncherh on
certain numbers which can be given a
variety of meanings by 11Sr of a code.
Each of the courses at the L'ttiversity
of Maine is given a code number, and
every student has one card on which
the code numbers of all his courses are
munched. When this card is run
through the sorting machine. it drops
in the slot corresponding to the course
the machine has been set for.
All courses which have only one
division cats be schedulerl without
conflict by previous methods. This
year for the first time there will be
only one exam for each course, no
matter how many divisions. The
courses having divisions are fitted
around the previously scheduled
courses by means of the machine. a
job which would be practically impos-
sible if attempted by hand.
The courses having the largest
number of divisions or most likely to
cause conflict are run through the
machine first. This is done by start-
ing wills the first (lay of the examina-
tion period and trying every opening
until the examination fits. The num-
ber of times when an examination can
he scheduled is its this way determined,
and the best probable time for the exam
is selected.
An interesting point in this year's
schedule is that the examinations sched-
uled for the last day did not have a
possible opening before that time
If you do not get a good schedule,
you can blame the sorting machine in
Holmes I fall. Incidentally. the Fed-
eral Bureau of Investigation uses this
'ante tyre of machine to pick ont rap-
idly the finger-print cards of men held
on suspicion.
Start Four-day Drive
Friday; Contributions!
For Hoover Committee
Adopting as its slogan "Fifty
rents for Finland," the MAINE
CAMPUS will launch a four-day
drive tomorrow to raise money for
the aid of Finland, Charles A.
Peirce, editor-in-ehief , an 'Jounced
today.
The CAMPUS campaign begins
Friday, January 12, and will close
Monday. January 15. Boxes in which
students and faculty members may
place their donations will be located at
central points on the campus, in fra-
ternity houses and dormitories.
Although not setting ally definite
quota as its goal, the CAMPUS has
adopted as its slogan, "Fifty cents for
Finland:" in hopes that the contribu-
tions will total about $1,000. This
figure is based on the assumption of a
fifty cent donation from each of the
2000 students registered.
The CAMPUS campaign will he
•sonducted in cooperation with the
state and national committees which are
now carrying on an extensive drive
to raise funds for the aid of Finland
in its life or death struggle with the
Soviet Union. Soon after the Russian
invasion began, a committee was
formed in the United States for the
above :mentioned purpose. Herbert
Hoover, ex-President of the United
States and particularly remembered
for his efficient war-relief work in
Europe during and after the last war,
has been chosen to head the national
committee. The State of Maine Drive
is being managed by Clarence Stetson
of Bangor.
Give fifty rents for Finland.
Founder's Day
To Be Observed
Observance of the 75th anniversary
of the founding of the University of
Maine, to be held on February 25 and
26, will he shared by students, alumni,
and faculty. There will be an assem-
bly on Sutwlay afternoon, when saluta-
tion to the Founders will be delivered
by a student representative from each
of the colleges and schools of the Uni-
versity, and representatives of the
teaching staff.
Students on the committee are Ken-
neth Burr, horticulture, John Carlisle,
economics, Elizabeth Kruse, home eco-
nomics, Ruth Trickey, drama. Charles
Wilson, pulp and paper, all seniors.
The faculty committee is made up
of Dr. Olin S. I.utes, dean of the
School of Education, Fred P. Loring,
director of short courses, Dr. Rising
Morrow, professor of history and
government, Prof. Harry D. Watson,
swing head of the Department (if
Mechanical Engineering. and Prof.
Melbert W. Sprague, head of the de-
partment of music.
The graduates of time University will
mark the anniversary at a dinner Mon-
day night, at which President Arthur
A. Hauck and others will speak. Fred-
erick D. Knight '09. will preside.
Positions Offered by
Placement Bureau
Time Placement Bureau would like
applications from undergraduates for
the following positions for the sum-
mer:
(1) Camp Counselor: either male or
female for woodcraft work, one who
knows the physical environment and
waterways of the state; camp experi-
ence preferred.
(2) Merchandising: One junior girl,
interested in department store work as
a career, wishing to work in a large
city store in the summer for experi-
ence; preference will be given In active
campus leadership, no particular type
of college training required.
(3) Girl Scouts' camp work appli-
cations are desired early from the Girl
:Scouts for positions in camp work for
this summer, These include foods
work for home economic students and
camp leadership positions for girls
with any training. who are at least
twenty years of age with particular
interest in camp activities.
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tions of events to come or bring any
especial ability to bear upon current
happenings, rather I shall try to pass
on facts and opinions as I read or hear
them.
Unfortunately I shall be concerned
a great deal with war and rumors of
, war. I think it is fitting to quote
from a letter recently received by a
Maine student from a young married
Englishwoman. I think that the letter
or parts that I shall quote need no
comment.
" . We're glad the American girl
came when she did—for who knows
after this horrible war things may not
be the same again. The newspapers
are sickening and heartbreaking to
read and Heaven only knows how it
will all end. So far, it hasn't changed
our lives terribly—at dusk, every shop,
house, etc., and every light is "blacked
out" and consequently there are not
many people about, so that everywhere
is very quiet. On moonlight nights it's
gave Dorothy Canfield Fisher's Sea-
soned Timber a place on its list of
outstanding books of 1939. And well
it might, for this novel of life in a
small, out-of-the-way Vermont town is
one of the most satisfying stories your
reviewer has read in many a day.
Chief character is Timothy Hulme,
principal of the academy at Clifford.
Dealt with are his undeclared and ulti-
mately frustrated love for naive,
schoolteacher Susan, the problems of
running the academy, the maddening
eccentricties of his aged aunt, Lavinia,
and most significantly, the struggle to
maintain in the academy traditional
ideals of American racial equality.
Utterly contemptible, Mr. \Vheaton,
moeny-making trustee of the school,
periodically arouses the dormant wrath
'and ire of Hulme when the latter goes
to see him in New York. Coming from
an interview with that self-inflated co-
lossus of business, the Vermont school-
teacher mentally writhes "at the old
rather lovely with the searchlights man's coarse insensitiveness to human
POLL COMMITTEE—Beth Trott, chairman; Blanche Conlan, Mavis Cream- searching the sky, and it's nice to get values and his wallowing like a great
Cr, Wayne Hoy, Martin Scher, Edward Schertzer, Dora West. acquainted with the stars again. but it hog in self-admiration." "There was
can't be much fun for the men that no counting the number of noble en-
have to do the fighting I should have terprises put in Mr. Wheaton's power
thought that the last war would have, by money, like a club in his fist to beat
finished all wars . one never knows down fineness and delicacy of feeling
with the cost of living going up. I whenever he caught sight of it."
 
 might have to get a job So far there The excitement comes when bogey
are still just my husband and myself. \Vheaton dies and leavesj cool million
This world of Hitler and war is a to the fund-pinched academy on con-
poor place to bring children into, but dition that it endorse racial discrim-
eday it would be tike to have a ination. The whole town, including the
family, if one could be sure that in outlying rural sections, takes sides in
another twenty years they wouldn't
be blown to bits."
I'm sure similar letters are being
written from Germany. The people
have little to gain from war. Perhaps
they wonder how they live peacefully
with their neighbors and yet nations
must always be destroying each other.
Some observers feel that Russian
reverses in Finland coupled with an
Italian-Hungarian understanding may
force Germany and Russia into a mili-
tary alliance despite their conflicting
objectives in the Baltic and the Bal-
kans. Several times recently I have
'heard students express a wish to
really know what is happening in
Germany and Russia.
I wonder if the ousting of Hore-
Belisha from his position of British
War Minister means that the powers
that be have decided that men are
cheaper than a long drawn out eco-
nomic war. It looks as if English
public opinion will he much opposed
to mass attacks on the Wetswall with
the resultant slaughter.
Japan's frantic attempts to get her
trade treaty with the U. S. which ex-
pires January 26. renewed, shows the
great power of economic pressure. It
seems to me that Secretary Hull's trade
policy should be continued for its
chance to improve relations with dem-
ocratic nations and give pause to ag-
gressors.
Editor's Note. Edwin Young, a sea-
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Student Book Exchange
The announcement of the formation of a student Book Ex-
change (to be found on page one) must come as welcome news to
those students who find that the cost of books is one of the major
items on their budgets. It should also be welcome news to those
who have second hand texts which they would like to sell or ex-
change.
NVitlt proper student cooperation the new Book Exchange prom-
ises to be a very useful service organization. Since it is to be run
on a non-profit basis, bookbuyers should find it possible to acquire
used texts at a considerable saving. Besides reducing the cost, it
will eliminate the necessity for those who usually purchase second
hand books of chasing all over the campus to find them. Copies of
most available texts will be on hand in the Exchange.
If the present venture proves successful, it will be very encour-
aging both to those who conceived of the idea as well as to others
who have looked forward to the day when books might be pur-
chased more cheaply in a cooperative store. Although the present
organization is not set up on a cooperative basis, it has elements of
that system and could easily be reorganized on such a plan should
the volume of student patronage warrant this action.
Congratulations are due to the three students. George Ellis,
Martin Scher. and Edwin Young who conceived of the plan and who
have put mttch time and effort in working out the details. We wish
the new Book Exchange the best of luck in its undertaking.
Vote in Poll Tomorrow
Those who stoop to read these colunms may remember that we
had a few remarks to make recently comer ll i ll g the future of the
"Campus" poll. We pointed out the importance of the questions
voted upon and the comparatively small number of students who
participated in the poll. One more opportunity to vote was prom-
ised as a test of student interest.
This poll will be held tomorrow. There are six questions; three
dealing with University affairs and three dealing with questions of
supposed student interest in a broader field. We feel that at least
one half of the student body should participate in the voting in order
that the results may be really representative of University opinion.
Unless nearly one thousand students think it worthwhile to cooperate
in this affair, the poll will be discontinued.
In the last editorial we asked for suggestions for, the criticism
of the "Campus" poll. Since we have received none of either, we
assume that it is being handled its a satisfactory manner. Failure of
the student laxly to respond to this last call would lx' interpreted as
lack of student interest in this "Campus" feature and therefore suf-
ficient reason for abolishing it.
The Mellow Sider-- --9
Steve Kierstead
A little variety in today's type it
record is found in Ziggy Elmer's new
version of I'm Yours. (Bluebird B-
104 13-B.) The "Intro" is a straight
trumpet solo: no piano, no drums, no
mistakes. The sax section then brtaks
in and really does some fine riding.
At the end of chorus one, the piano
takes a short solo with the aid of the
drums in four boat to beat out some-
thing that is most solid. To finish it
off, "Ziggy El- takes the last chorus
on the trumpet Please notice, if
you hear this, the fine, hesitant style
anti the range of the trumpet. We
recommend ..
ott the flip ,,sir we have an ar-
rangement something like "I'm
Yours" in l'eoi Took .4dvantage of
Me. Ziggy Elman again hut a differ-
ent style of playing. The sequence
of instrument solos is the same as the
opposite side but the melody has more
and John Mayo
ridc to it The background for the
trumpet in chorus one is worked out
by the sax section in a series of fig-
ures by the sax section, which is sup-
posed to be Benny Goorlrnan's . The
piano solo in this piece should also
have high credit. All in all—two
etilid numbers.
• • •
One of the sweetest pieces to come
from the wax dies in some time is
Glenn Miller's Melancholy Lullaby
(Bluebird Ii-l0423-A). The melody
cannot be improved even by the ex-
cellent job that Rae Eberlie does. Be-
hind the vocal, the brass section cre-
ates a fine background of figures and
straight harmony. Throughout the
piece are figures put in by Fex Beneke
with his saxophone. The third cho-
rus may seem to lag a little but
nevertheless we think it's O.K.
On the half reverse comes a number
which, without doubt, will be popular
in the near future. It's called Last
Night, and Glenn Miller takes it
away. Chorus one is a fine example
of what Miller's slides can really
do. A heavy four-beat rhythm and
a few scattered sax figures lead up
to Rae's vocal. Behind the singing
is a type of responsive playing, with
the trumpets answering the sax sec-
tion, that touches on the O.K. An ef-
fect of baby talk. thru the use of hat
mutes, finishes the piece up and leaves
only the hest recommendation in mind.
• • • •
Another piece to heard more in
time to come is Out of Space. Again
we have Glenn Miller and band.
(Bluebird B-10438-A.) The main
theme of this recording is very similar
to "Moonlight Serenade,- the piece
that aided Glenn Miller so much in
reaching the top. The introduction
and first chorus are almost identical
to it, not in the melody, but in the
tones and rhythm. Rae Eherlie tries
hard on the lyrics while an excellent
piano behind him steals the show.
The slides at the end of the number
are worthy of much credit, and finish
the piece up in the latest Miller style
of ending.
On the hack side is So Many Times,
another piece that we expect to hear
more because it's resemblance to Sum-
mer Serenade is readily seen. We
believe that G. Miller tried another
bang record in these two pieces, hut.
somehow, we think they'll just go as
fine numbers. This record's main
points of interest are the fine lift
from the brass section and the sax
section background for the vocal. If
you have a chance, take a listen to
the campaign to accept or not to ac-
cept, and the subsequent animated
pitch of Clifford life indicates the seri-
ousness of the issue and the intensity
of these Vermonters' realization of it.
The suspense here is well-handled,
for not until election day do we get a
whiff of the sweeping success and
triumph of Hulme and old Mr. Dewey.
a trustee who upholds, with Vermont-
granite firmness, the ideals against
which the spirit of old Wheaton plot-
ted.
A substantial story as to ideas,
Seasoned Timber is complete in the
characterization of its chief figure. The
portrait of Hulme is a full-length one
done with mirrors. Penetrating and
revealing analyses of the persons she
creates arc Mrs. Fisher's specialty,
and always a delight. Although
stream of consciousness technique is
not employed, we are permitted to wan-
der off with Timothy on the fantastic
excursions of his mind.
Sometimes he makes one of these
journeys protected by the drone of
dull, table-talk at the ample board of
matronly Miss Peck. Off in the realms
of personal philosophy "his mind cow-
ered more abjectly as huge doors
swung relentlessly open into a primeval
world where it could not follow its
master," he would be jerked hack to
existence.
"'Will you have some chocolate
pudding?' Miss Peck asked of what
looked like Prof. Hulme sitting at the
table."
His fondness for a, nearly an abso-
lute objectivity as it was possible for
him to achieve. both in regard to him-
self and to others, which leads him
into many fascinating silent solilo-
quies. is hopelessly foiled when he
falls in love. He loses the girl. Susan,
to his young, rawboned. virile nephew.
Canby. leaving the reader pitying him,
but not really sympathetic, because he
was too hesitant, too reasonable. Ile
measured out his own tragedy.
Modern in its ideas, setting. and
treatment, this novel can be honestly
labelled "Grade A." It is stimulating,
entertaining. and pleasingly presented
(Seasoned Timber, Dorothy Canfield
Fisher, Harcourt. Brace, and Co.
N. Y., 1939.1
tor in the School of Education, has
been selected to write the CAMPU.S.
politii al colunin from whit h Myer Al-
pert was forced to resign due to the
fait that he is completing his under-
graduate work at the end of this
semester.
Yount/ plans to expand lit,' earthing
of the column to include both national
'and international affairs.
NOTICE
Mr. Laurence Pelletier, inttrue.
tor In history anti internment, oill
speak in the Little 'Theatre on
'Thursday. Januar, 18„ at 320
p.m. ili• triple will he "The Dies
Ceinitnittee.”
The achirem, is WO, lllll etl by the
POlitieni Mciener flub •nd the stu-
dents nod facial. are invited to
attend.
these two numbers, they're both O.K. Keep America out of War.
Small 
Town .  
  
Stuff
offer our congratulations to Betty
Kruse and Tib Parkman who an-
nounced their engagement during vaca-
tion to Polly Jellison and Art Weath-
erbee. We can't register surprise, but
we wish them all happiness our best
wishes to Marianne Russell and Frank
Fellows success and happiness to
Ruth Desjardins and Ervin Arbo
the diamonds all look like Tiffany .
and to those who have middle-aided it
—Virginia Eddy was loyal to Maine,
even though in Puerto Rico it gives
us great pleasure to get this scoop on
George Bell, who kept his marriage a
surprise—congratulations! ...
On the rocky rood to love, heavy
traffic—pins from Gene Leger to Con-
nie Philbrook, Walter Strang to Char-
lene Perkins, David IVallace to Hope
Bryant, Hatch to Mary Cliff, Carle-
ton 3Ierrill to Midge Messer, Rog Coi-
ling to Polly Cooper, Chiefy Willett:
to Barb Thompson ..but seriously, we
think it's swell . .of interest to those
who have been here a little longer—
Tommy Lees and Marge Young are
married; Marge Lynn: and Dune Cot-
tiny, Duffy Dunlap and Catharine
Geer, Jo Faks and Did Edwards are
engaged According to Bah Burleigh
his fiancee since Christmas "is the best
looking girl in New York" Others
who hung pins on "outside" gals are
Rube Burnham and George Smith
Betty Johnson is "shifting" to Gal-
lantine by way of Palmer method
rumor has it that Bill Gilman is foot-
loose and fancyfree—and we do mean
the ice, Bill Mal Loring maintains
that finesse is necessary in more than
bridge Bob Cameron brings his des-
sert to Balentine every day Frannie
Sawyer is chasing over the skating
rink these days. It's more fun to
learn, anyhow Warning to all you
girls and boys—the floodlights make it
all the better to see you with
(Continued on Page Three)
Fall Semester 1939, Jan. 25, Feb. 2, 1940 —SCHEDULE OF EXAMINATIONS
Time of
Exercise
Mote.
I
MON.
2
MON.
3
MON.
4
MON.
3
MON.
6
3dON.
7
MON.
8
Time of
Examination
MON.
Jan. 29
2.00
Wr.o.
Jan. 31
2.00
FRI.
Jan. 26
2.00
Tura.
Jan. 30
2.00
Fax
Feb. 2
2.00
Fat.
Jan. 26
8.00
Time of
Exercise
TUES.
1
TUES.
2
TUES.
3
TUES.
4
Tugs.
5
Tues.
6
Tors.
7
Tun,
8
Time of
Examination
THURS,
Jan. 25
2.00
THURS.
Feb. 1
2.00
SAT.
Jan. 27
2.00
SAT,
Jan. 27
8.00
THURS.
Feb. 1
8.00
Time of
Exercise
WED.
1
WED.
2
WED.
3
Wit.
4
WED.
5
WED.
6
WED.
7
WED.
8
Time of
Examination
MON.
Jan. 29
2.00
WED.
Jan. 31
2.00
Time of
Exercise
THURS.
1
THURS,
2
TH VRS.
3
T II Clis.
4
THURS.
5
THURS.
6
THURS.
7
T111.7RS.
8
Time of
Examination
Timm.
Jan. 25
2.00
Time of
Exercise
Fin.
1
FRI.
,
-
FRI.
3
FRI.
4
FRI 
5
FRI.
6
FRI.
7
Flut,
8
Time of
Examination
Time of
Exercise
SAT.
1
SAT.
'
-
SAT.
3
SAT.
4
Time of
Examination
Please report conflicts to the Registrar at once.
NOTE: By the Time of Exercise is meant the time of the first exercise of the week in any given course. For
example: If a course is given Monday. Wednesday, and Friday at the third period, it is said to be given Monday the
third period. By referring to Monday, third period, in the schedule, it will be seen that the examination falls upon
Friday, Jan. 26, at 2.00.
Note the following changes from the above
Ag 11 Field Crops
Ag 41 School Shop
Ag 43 School Shop
At 9 Preface to An History
Fla 9 Accounting
no 51 Corporation Finance
Re 53 Money and Banking
Ch 1, 3, 5 Chemistry
ChE 33 Elem. Stoichiometry
Ce 1 Plane Surveying, Div. 1 & 11
Ce 23 Advanced Surveying
Cc 25 Engineering Geology
Ce 25 Hydraulics
13h 1 General Dairying
Es la l'rin. of Economics
Et lb Prin. of Economics
Es 73 Lahor Problems. Div. 11 At III
Ed 29 Supervised Student Teaching
Ed 65 Educational Meas.
Ed 49 Education Seminar
Ed 77 Methods of Teaching
Fe 1 Elem. of Elev. Eng.
Fe 13 Electronics
Er 15 Elec. Circuits & Mach.
F.e 35 DC. Machinery
F.e 75 Electrical Testing
Fe 81 Communication Engineering
Eh 1 Freshman Composition
F:h 59 191h Century 11 ' ' h Prose
F:h 79 Newspaper In International Rel.
Fin 75 Agri. Stati•tics
Fni 101 Prolix:tint, Costs
2 Yr. Farm Inserts II
Fr 3 Intermediate French, Div. II
Fr 7 Elem. Cony. & Comp.
Fy 1 Elements of Forestry
Fy 3 Logging
Fy 101 Forest Mensuration Problems
C. 7 Typing
Gt. 9 Shorthand(it Si American Government
Ile I Intro. to Home Economics
Ile 3 Design
He 5 Foods
He 7, 9 Clothing Construction
lie Si Advanced Clothing
He 61 history of Costume
Ile 65 Dietetic*
Ile 111 In ll i tt 'Gotta! Foods
Ilt I Coln. Fruit Handling
It I F.lem. Italian
Mc 3 Music Appreciation
Mr 11 Mimic in 19th Century
Mt I Flint. of Drafting. Div. I, 111,IV. V. and VI
Mil 1 Fund of Drafting. Div. It, VII,
VIII. and IX
Mt 3 Dent Geometry
Me 21 El. 01 Mech. Eng.
Mr 23 Kinematic.
Mr 32 Hest Engineering
Me 81 Steam Turbines
Me 11.1 Industrial Eng.
Me 93 Ga• Engine•
Mn Si Mechanics
Mn 53 Mechanics
M. 1 Trigonometry
Mn 3 Algebra
1.1* 7, 7a Calculus
NI* 9 1,,,  klathemaii,
Ms 11 Err-striven Mathematics
Ma 17 Math. Themy of Investment1
Mt Military Training
Mt 1 Military Training
My 1 Modern Society, Div. I & IT
My 1 Modern Society, Div. III
My I Modern Society, Div. IV
Pa RS Celltilmie
l'a V Paper Test. and Anal.
Ph 1 Pliblic Speaking
Ph
l'h
I'S
Ph
Pr
Pe
l'e
Ph
Ph
Ps
Ps
Pp
Pr
Pp
Si,
Sy
Sy
21 Radio Speaking (See In•tructor)
21• Radio Speaking
29 Scene Designing and Lighting
35 Make llp Fri.
39 Stage Dtrecting Sat.
5 Play and Game Activities Fri.
9 Meihoris of Physical Education Fri.
21 Athletic Training Thurs,
1 Gen Poultry Husbandry Fri.
3 Ex 8: Post Poultry Judging Tuen.
la, lb Gen Physics Sat.
19 Intermediate Laboratory Tues.
21 Mechanics and Heat Thurs.
1 Gener•I Psychology Thurs.
V, ea Psychology of ChiMhood Thurs.
69 Fsperimentel Psychology Sat
1 Elem. Spanish Sat
5 Elmo Cony. & romp Fri
1 Prin. of Sociology, Div I. 11, Tues.
and Iff
el Marriage and the Family Wed.
Tues.
Thurs.
Thurs.
Tues.
Thurs.
Mon.
ThtliS.
Thurs.
Mon.
Thu,.
Toe!,
Mon.
Sat.
Fri.
Thurs.
'Wed.
Mon.
Thur..
Thurs.
Sat.
Sat.
Fri.
Mon.
Thurs.
Sat.
Fri.
Tues.
Sat.
Wed.
Thurs.
Fri.
Thurs.
Fri.
Fri.
Sat.
Tues.
Wed.
Fri.
Sat.
Stat.
Tues.
Fri.
Fri.
Sat.
Thurs.
Mon.
Fri.
Wed.
Wed.
Mon.
T11,,.
Thurs.
Thurs.
Sat.
Fri.
Thurs.
Tues.
Tues.
Fri.
Tues.
Thur,.
Fri.
Wed.
Fri.
Fri.
Fri.
Fri.
Sat
Tiles.
IThura an
ITue..
Thur.
Thurs.
Jan. 33
Jan. 25
Feb. 1
Jan. 30
an. 25
an. 29
Ian. 31
an. 25
eb. 1
Jan. 29
Feb. 1
an. 26
an. 30
an. 30
an. 29
an. V
eh. 2
an. 25
Ian. 31
an. 29
an. 25
eb. 2
Feb. 1
Jan. V
Feb. 2
Jan. V
Feb. 2
Ian. 29
an. 25
an. V
eh. 2
an. 30
an. V
an. 31
an.
an. M
an. 25
an. V
Feb. 2
an. 26
an. 27
an. JO
an. 31
an. 26
an. V
an. V
Jan. JO
Ian . 26
Feb. 2
Ian. 27
an. 25
an. 29
an. 26
Jan. 31
Ian. 31
an. 29
el.. 2
Jan. JO
Feb. 1
an. 25
an. 27
an. 26
an. 25
an. 30
an. 36
an. 30
an. 26
an. JO
an. 26
Feb. 1
Feb. 2
an. 31
an. 26
an. 26
an. 26
an. 26
on. 27
an ii
an. 25
an. 30
an. 25
an. 25
an. 26
an. 27
eh. 2
Feb. 2
an. 15
an. M
an JO
an. 27
Ian. 30
eb. 1
Feb. 1
Feb. 1
an. 27
Ian. V
eb. 2
Jan. X
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
al
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
•t
at
et
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
8:00
8:00
11:09
ton
503
8:00
8:01
8:00
210
2:00
2:00
FAO
200
801
8:00
8:00
8110
1100
2:00
11:011
200
2110
8:00
2:00
2:03
210
810
2:03
2:011
2:10
2110
2:00
2:00
4:00
1160
490
0:09
1190
501
10:30
190
10:30
0:00
400
2111
2:00
2911
2:00
2:01)
2:00
10:30
400
800
10:30
10:30
10:30
2:03
8:03
POO
P:011
8:00
8 :011
11:00
0110
8110
:(1t)
11:09
0011
8110
402
4:111
4:00
2:00
11:00
10:311
2:00
8:00
2:00
2:00
100
SAO
210
XIV
4:00
0:03
200
10:30
2:00
200
10:30
10:39
2:00
2:00
2,M
000
Jan. 31 at 10.30
Are changes can be made in this schedule
33 Winslow
II Agri. Eng.
11 Agri. Eng.
34 Stevens, South
Mem. Gym,
Mem. Gym.
Mem. Gym.
305 Aubert
305 Aubert
14 Wingate
14 Wingate
4 Fernald
14 Wingate33 Winslow
Mem. Gym.
Mem. Gym.
15 Coburn
6 Stevens. South
6 Stevens, South
4 Stevens, South
6 , South
14 Wingate
27 Liwd
23 Lord
15 Coition
26 Lord
15 Cobtorn
See Instructor
215 Stevens
355 Stevens
.0 Winslow
29 Winslow
35 Coburn
19 Stevens. North
13 Stevens, North
15 Coburn
33 Winslow
22 Winslow
32 Stevens. South
32 Steven., South
Mem. Gym.
32 Merrill
32 Merrill
32 Merrill
32 Merrill
14 Merrill
32 Merrill
16 Merrill
14 Merrill
Greenhouse
35 Stevens, North
17 St  North
t7 S  North
.12 Wingate
32 Wingate
32 Wingate
22 Lord
22 Lord
22 Lord
22 Lord
22 Lord
22 Lord
3 Fernald
3 Fernald
Mem. Gym.
Mem. Gyin.
Mem. Gym.
6 Stevens. South
204 Aubert
6 Stevens, South
Mem. Gym.
Mem. Gytn 
204 Aubert
211 S , Smith
6  Smut,
137 Aubert
137 Aubert
Mem. Gym.
315 Stevens
275 Steven•
315 Stevens
an St 
V5 Stevens
300 
Alumni Gym.
Alumni Gym.
See Instructor
32 Winslow
I Poultry Bldg.
Mem. Gym.
402 Aubert
204 Aubert
Mem. Gym
Men, Gym.
41 Stevens, North
37 St . ?forth
19 Stevens, North
Mem. Gym.
6 Steven•, South
THE MAINE CAMPUS
Bates Falls To Maine
In Thrill Packed Battle
Before Capacity Crowd
Tracy Is High Scorer
As Black Bears Win
First Series Tilt
Bs Bob Winets
Its the closing s of the
g, • alien it looked as if Bates
.,e r ' going to a in the first game of
the State Series. Maine let loose a
last minute ahirla j,i,l Iii .b to de-
feat the Garnets 51 to 17 in the
Memorial Gymnasium Saturday
night.
With two minutes left to play, Bates
led Maine 47 to 45. The crowd was
on its feet; the gym shook as they
shouted and begged for a basket that
would tie the score. Buzz Tracy
dashed down the center of the court
to sink a beautiful one-bander to tie
the wore at 47 all. Parker Small, who
had been unlucky all night, quickly
followed with another basket from the
corner to put Maine in the lead. With
but forty seconds left to play, and the
game by no means 'on ice' Lou Harris
sank a two pointer to end the game in
a victory for Maine. The final score
Maine 51, Bates 47.
The Bates team with two wins out of
three previous starts was the heavy
favorite as the game opened. Led
by their tall center, NVebster, and two
able forwards, Stover and Raftery, the
Garnet five started in a flash of speed
that looked like a walkover for Bates.,
In the opening 'fitments of the game
the Bates players set up plays for
Webster, the tallest man on the court, ,
to score. This height advantage was
giving Maine plenty of trouble until
Bill Kenyon countered with his tallest
man, Gene Leger. Leger, who is a :
sophomore, was appearing in his first
college game and was naturally a little :
nervous and inexperienced. but he soon
stopped the Garnet monopoly of the
rebound play. Even with this help the
Bears were able only to tie the wore
twice in the fast moving, thrill-packed
first half. With but seconds left to
play in the first half Maine slumped
and Bates forged into the lead to close
the half. Bates 34, Maine 27.
The second half started out like the•
first with Bates still on the heavy side
of the score. With but five minutes
left before the final gun Bates led
Maine 46 to 40. However, the Kenyon-
men showed good training and con-
trol as they slowly and coolly waited
for an opening. This came when
Roberts uncorked a thirty foot shot
that sent the Bears into their winning
FINANCE THE PURCHASE
OF YOUR NEW CAR
THROUGH THIS BANK
We offer a prompt, complete, auto-
mobile financing service on any make
of car. Call or telephone regarding our
terms on the car you wish to buy.
EASTERN TRUST and BANKING
COMPANY
2 STATE T. II iN1.1111. 111 %INF.
BRANUIIEN AT
OLIO TOWN 31.%11.111.%Si
 `
•••...116.0.••••41.0.
ts flit/ et'
I eril IOU, 411111
Refreshing
PAUSE
Thirst and the need
for refreshment recognize
no season. The pause that
refreshes with ice-cold
Coca-Cola is a year 'round
answer to thirst that every-
body welcomes. It leaves
you with an after-sense
of complete refreshment.
THAT REFRESHES
Bottled under authority of The f nui-Tola o.hg
THE COCA•COLA BOTTLING PLANTS, INC.
151:Parkins St., Bangor, Main.
Strong Frosh
Expect Win In
Track Meet
Saturday afternoon at 2;00 p.m. the
Maine Frosh track team takes on the
South Portland, Bangor, and John
Bapst High School teams at the field
house. This is the first meet of the
year its which the freshmen meet out-
side opposition.
South Portland, according to those
who are acquainted with the team, is
not expected to show much opposition.
Last year they were strong enough to
heat the freshmen; but this year they
are weaker, and the freshmen are a
strongly balanced team. Bangor will
probably take the vaults, and John
Bapst, with Perry, is strong in the 300
and 600 yard events.
The team has been hard at practice
since the return front vacation, and the
probable competing men have been
selected by Coach Jenkins. There are
a few question marks, but since a few
days still remain, the coach will find
the answers.
The Frosh base very little to worry
about in the middle distances and
long runs as men of the caliber of
Martinez, Moody, Creamer, and Hamm
are in excellent condition from cross
country. In the weights Weisman,
who has put the 12 pound shot 48 feet.
is the outstanding Frosh candidate. In
the dashes Coach Jenkins feels that
he has a well rounded combination
with Sinkinson, Caldwell, and Stew-
art. Hadlock and Brady will probably
take first and second in the hurdles.
LIn the high jump Brady and Crane
look strong, and in the broad jump
Hadlock is the best the frosh have.
Gildersleeve and Walden will score in
the pole vault with ease.
That is how the team stands; and if
no ill luck floats into the Field House.
Maine should be thrice a victor late
Saturday afternoon.
NOTICE
Indepersdent learns a ishing to
enter the Intramural Handball
lasague ail! please lease their
names at the Phssical Education
office 11111 later than January 19.
11.•Ip i. ne eeled to than the snow
oil the ilea skating rink each night
after ten "'dock. Ans help byl
..tudents aill be greatls appreciati
ed and ail add to the usefulness
of the rink.
Attack. Charlie Arbor made a foul
'hot count and a few seconds later
pushed in a two pointer.
With less than two minutes to play
left the score was Bates 47, Maine 45.
There was a mixup under the Maine
goal and Buzz Tracy emerged from
the scrap with the ball which he tossed
in for the tieing score. The capacity
crowd of 3000 was on its feet shouting
for the basket that would spell doom
to Bates. This came as Parker Small
let loose with one from the corner
.which 'swished' the net for two points.
In the last few seconds of play Lou
Harris tossed up the last score of the
game which clinched it for the Black
Bear-. Maine 51, Bates 47,
statements." The Intramural track .
meet January 19 will be the first real
indication of the material we will have
to work with, he said.
In the jumping events (pole vault,
high jump, and broad jump) several
good men were lost through gradua-
tion. Bill NIcCarthy's absence in the
high jump will definitely be noticed,
as will Spike Leonard's absence in the '
pole vault
Varsity men from last year who will
be back again in the pole vault are
Rich, a senior, Weaver, a senior, and,
Dexter, a junior. Graham, who com-
peted on last year's freshman team, is1
also a prospect in this event.
There were no outstanding freshman'
high jumpers last year, so at present
this event is left almost entirely to
Dexter. Likewise Graham seems to
be the leading candidate in the broad
jump.
It seems apparent that the Intramural
meet will possibly "tell all." The sea-
son is early yet, however, the first
meet not coming up until February.
This will give the boys plenty of time
to work into shape, and will give
Coach Jenkins plenty of time to figure
out just what the prospects for the
1940 season in indoor track are.
Intramural Hopeful Varsity Hoopsters
Track May
'Tell All' Are Away on Three Game
ur:27,1:11rare'aull;iste ;IsieeltifarroyniasS11; Conference Road Trip
as the varsity indoor track team is
concerned, said Coach Chester A. Jen-  •
squad. "The boys haven't been prac-
ticing very long," Coach Jenkins said,
"so it's impossible to make any defiler, •-•-•
rennis Title
Crockett Grab Impressive In
kins this week when questioned con-
cerning the present condition of the Hamilton And Freshmen Are StrongTeams
Matched With
52-24 Victory 
Va sity_ 
Squad
Intramural Basketball
Starts With Six Games
••••••••••
The Intramural basketball season
opened Wednesday. January 3, with
six games being played off that eve-
ning in the Memorial Gym. At 7
p.m. Dorm A defeated the Indies. 52 to
19, with Adams and Burleigh referee-
ing. At the same hour the Commuters
beat Dorm B. 38 to 12. Curtis and
Hoctor refereed.
At 8 p.m. Phi Eta Kappa trounced
Oak East. 49 to 18, with Adams and
Bureligh again refereeing. On the
other court Tau Epsilon Phi outplayed
Oak West by the score of 25 to 18.
Curtis and Hoctor also refereed this
contest.
In the last two games at 9 p.m. the
13 Club beat Sigma Nu, 39 to 29, with
D. Brown and Humphries acting as
referees. The Cabin Colony defeated
Alpha Gamma Rho, 20 to IS. Lane
and Peabody refereed.
On Monday evening. January 8, in
two games at 8 p.m. Kappa Sigma
defeated Delta Tau Delta. 30 to 11,
with Small and Leek refereeing, while
Phi Kappa Sigma beat Lambda Chi
Alpha, 44 to 21, Crowley and Briggs
refereeing the contest.
At 9 p.m. Beta Theta Pi beat Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, 33 to 12, Small and
I.eek refereeing. In the second game
Alpha Tau Omega defeated Phi Gam-
ma Delta. 30 to 11.
Psst! that's a ladies
PRIVILEGE!
IT'S 0. K. — now and then — for a lady to
.I. tug away at a troublesome girdle.
But a man looks darn silly when he attempts
the same maneuvers with a pair of shorts.
Wear ARROW shorts. They have no seam
in the crotch -- don't ride up, chafe or be-
devil you. And they're Sanforized - Shrunk
(fabric shrinkage less than 17.) so that they
don't grow small ou you.
Only ek up . . . Tops. 50c up
VIRGIE'S
UNIVERSITY STORE
ORONO
1 deciding set. Hamilton and Crockett
were now setting a fast pace, but
their opponents responded with power
and the games went with service to
.7-7. Both teams were rushing the net
and began to show fatigue, but Ham-
'
:ikon and Crockett displayed the better
team work. At this point 13111 Chand-
1 1er put on a great exhibition of over-
head play and time after time pulled
his side out of the hole. Guard and
'Chandler were playing fine individual
games but finally had to yield the
I set 9-7.
At the end of the fourth set the
match stood at 2-all and the fifth set
promised to be a close contest, but
the fourth proved the climax. for
Guard and Chandler never regained
! their perfect stride of the early sets.
Hamilton and Crockett held the initi-
ative and ran out the set at 6-3 to win
the DOUldeS CrOWIL
The Fall Te llll is Doubles Champion-
ship came to a flashing climax in the
finals match held in Memorial Gym-
nasium Wednesday, December 13. Bob
Hamilton and Russ Crockett triumphed
over Bill Chandler and Charlie Guard
in a gruelling struggle described by
several of the Athletic Department as
the best indoor match ever held here.
It was a five-set match, and the win-
ners had to go the whole route before
taking the lead from Chandler and
Guard. The score, 3-6; 4-6; 6-4;
9-7; 6-3, is a graphic representation of
the contest itself.
Chandler and Guard were the agres-
sors from the start and had little trou-
ble in taking the first two sets and
leading in the third through superior
service and accuracy of placement,
Guard especially showing great form
in this respect.
Hamilton and Crockett appeared
nervous and lacking in team play. But
as Chandler and Guard put on the
pressure in a great exhibition of
smashing tennis attempting to win
the third set and clinch the match,
Hamilton and Crockett began to find
themselves and met the challenge with
'strokes of equal power and accuracy
to bring the score to 4-4. For the
rest of the third set it was a contest
of sheer strength with all four men
putting their whole weight behind
each shot. Chandler and Guard weak-
l ened, becoming inaccurate, and Hamil-ton and Crockett. making scarcely an
;error, carried the set at 6-4.
1
The ball was coming off all four rac-
quets with a report like that of a pistol
shot as they entered the fourth and
NOTICE
competition in ice hockey will
start this arek-end. it was decided
by the Intramural Board at a
weird session TUI Any noon, Jan-
uary 9. in the Offiee of the Depart-
ment of Physical Education.
Patronize Our Advertisers
To the 3500 spectators last Satur-
day night at the Memorial Gymnasium
the Frosh basketball team made a fine
showing against John Bapst High
School. The wore, which was 52-24,
is an indication of the strength of the
tea nt.
John Bapst had younger players
which may account for their inability
to beat a Maine team that has some
experienced men. Also, the Bapst
team did not have the powerful re-
serves that Coach Sezak had its his
two squads.
The coach has two teams; substi-
tutes are not sent in as individuals but
as a team. With two such teams, the
discovery of such a player as Pratt
creates a pleasant problem, for Wright,
the regular forward, was unable to
play.
Chet Savasuk gave a typical Savasuk
performance with good playing and
real teamwork. Others, showing the
type of basketball that the Maine fans
wanted and got, were Quint, who was
after the ball; Ward, who used Isis
change of pace footwork to the best
advantage; Nickerson, who was a
crackerjack at his guard position;
N1cKeen. a fast guard; and Weinstein,
a fast accurate shooting forward.
On the team that was substituting
were some who, if they were not as
good as the former players, showed evi-
dence of being so with more experience.
They were Adler, acting captain of this
team. Hussey. and Weinstein who made
their share of the 52 points. The fact
that they scored 14 points to Savasuk's
team's score of 16 points at the half
shows the evenness of the teams. This
Saturday the first-year men face Old
Town.
Many Candidates Report
For Boxing Team
Coach Arthur Henderson announced
that the weight classes are being made
up this week for boxing instruction
to end in the intramural fights in
March.
About 40 students have turned out
for instruction, chiefly in the heavy
111d middle classes. The squad is com-
pletely lacking in the 112 pound class.
Those enrolled for the 126 pound class
are Allan Hardison. Charles Howe.
and Abraham Pepper.
In the 135 pound class are Bill
Perry. Wendy Eaton. Dick Bader,
Owen IlanrIcock, Earl Langley, Bob
Lars's'', and Sydney Chandler.
The 147 pounders are Ralph John-
son. Wayne McLaughlin, James Mer-
chant, Gerald Ward, Charles Kenis-
ton, Chet Savasuk, and Herschel Ab-
bot
Hilton Nfortland. Hymie Gordon,
Joe Glasser. Fred Viles. Pat Ford. and
Booth Leavitt weighed in at 160 and
the heavyweights include Jake Scrota,
rworge Gott. Ed A rho.
Spring Semester Registration
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
Students in Agri:it/titre and For-
estry should consult the bulletin board
sits WIN SLOW 11A1.1. concerning
time of registration, and those in
Home Eco llllll tics should consult the
bulletin board in MERRII.I. HALL.
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND
SCIENCES
Registration for all departments in
Arts and Sciences will begin Monday,
January IS. See registering officer.
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
See Dean Lutes in 24 Stevens South
on Tuesday, January 23, Thursday,
January 25. and Tuesday. Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday, January 30 and
31 and February 1 and 2, all day.
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
Seniors in Chemistry. both Arts and
Technology. and Chemical Engineer-
ing. should report to Professor Brann
for registration.
Junkies in Chemistry, both Arts and
Technology, should report to Professor
Otto.
Juniors in Chemical Engineering
should report to Professor Jenness.
Sophomores in Chemical Engineer-
ing should report to Professor Caul-
field.
Sophomores in Chemistry, both .Arts
and Technology, should report to Mr.
Hogan.
Graduate students and special stu-
dents should report to Dr Bradt.
Registration will take place Friday.
February 2. 8:30 to 11 :30 a.nt, and
Saturday. February 3, from 8:00 to
12 noon in Aultert
Cirif /Engineering : Seniors see Pro-
fessor Evans any time on and after
. Thursday, January 25. Juniors see
Professor Lyon in the afternoon on
Tuesday, Wednesday, awl Fleurstlay,
January 23 to 25, and during the final
examinat•  period.
General Enotaccring: Seniors. Jun-
iors. and Sophomores sec Dean Cloke
on Saturday. February 3, from 8 to 12.
EI,-,trical Engineering: Seniors and
Juniors see Professor Barrows on
Monday, January 29, and on Wednes-
day, January 31 front 9 to 12, and at
any other time %shell in I.ord Hall.
Mechanical Engineering: See Pro.
fessor Watson for Junior and Senior
registration.
Pulp and Paper Technology: Sen-
iors and Juniors see Professor Bray:
SnphilMOreS flee Professor Caulfield.
SOPHOMORES in Civil, Electri-
cal, Engineering Physics, and Mechan-
ical Engineering register with Pro-
fessor ‘Veston on Wednesday and
Thursday, January 24 and 25 from 1730
to 5 Rm.. and on Monday, January 29,
all day. front 9 to 12 and 1:30 to 5
p.m.
FRESHMEN in ALL Courses in
ENGINEERING register with Pro-
fessor Stephenson on Thursday. Jan-
uary 25. front 1:30 to 4 p.m.; Wednes-
day. January 31, from 1:30 to 4 pm:
Thursday. I'ebruary I. Friday, Feb-
ruary 2 .and Saturday, registration day,
from S to 12.
THE TREASURY DEPART-
MENT will be open for registration
each day front Monday, January 29, to
Saturday, February 3. inclusive. It is
therefore expected that all those in
position to do to will register before
Saturday.
PLACE OF REGISTRATION:
At Cashier's window, Alumni Hall,
front Monday. January 29, to Saturday.
February 3, inclusive. from S to 12.
and frot I :30 to 4 p.m., except on
Saturday when registration will be
from 8 to 12 NI.
The sarsity basketball squad left
the campus yesterday bound for
Kingston to face the Rhode Island
Stale array, the first of three con-
tests on the nituair, annual New
England trip.
Tomorrow night finds the Maine
hoopsters in Storrs, opposing the Con-
necticut State Nutmeggers, the last
game being played Saturday night in
Boston with Northeastern. This heavy
schedule of travelling is decidedly a
disadvantage, says Coach Kenyon, and
not more than one victory can fairly
be expected. Moreover, the team is
green, having played but one game this
season to 8 or 9 of each of the op-
ponents.
These games are vital to New Eng-
land Conference hopes, but Coach Ken-
yon is inclined to believe that this trip
will do more in settling the team into
a competitive state of mind for the
games after the return rather than
bring triumphs to the Pine State in-
vaders.
Looking ewer the enemy prospects,
Little Rhody has the most powerful
outfit in many a day. With "Tiny"
Keaney !wading the bill. Rhody has no
lack in height—which will be a decided
advantage.
I The Amazon I
Its Corrine Comstock
Winter sports equipment is now
available for the use of all women
students. It may be procured from
Virginia May or Arlene Webster in
Balentine Hall or front winter sports
manager. Martha Hutchins, in Colvin.
Time schedules have been posted in the
dormitories, telling when arrangements
may be made.
There are definite regulations which
must be followed if the students wish
to use this equipment. Ordinary wear
and tear should be reported to man-
agers at once. Only moccasins without
heels or oxfords with rubbers over
them should be worn with snowshoes.
Tobbogans are not be towed behind
cars. Responsibility for any damage
to equipment due to carelessness rests
with the person last using it, and at
discretion of manager and Department
of Physical Education may be charged
to that person at full replacement value.
Fines likewise will be charged for
keeping equipment out over time.
All upperclass girls should get in
basketball practices as soon as possible
because tournament games start the
week after examinations. Although
specific team practices are scheduled
for Friday and Saturday, girls may
scrimmage any afternoon.
Iva Henry was elected the freshman
representative to W.A.A. at a compul-
sory meeting of all freshman girls
held Friday. December 5, in the Alum-
ni Gymnasium.
SMALL TOWN STUFF
(Continued from Page 2)
So it's "snookum" and "wooktorn"
between Tau Ep's Frank and the Elms
annex proctor Sally--how cute
Mary and Pete are going in for that
pause that refreshes foretell party
Wednesday night for Bob Montgom-
ery. lie': going out well to teach, but
(ladle': going to see him Fatter time .
Patty Cliff and Wally Beatdsell seem
serions and we hear that zoology
land sociology are becoming more
closely correlated Brunswick cer-
tainly had plenty of life and Life cer-
tainly had plenty of Brunswick Bud
Hanley came down to see Genie, and
fleet come down to see Flossie seen
at the house parties, 3farmie Moulton
who teas a candidate for queen, Ginny
Pease, Mary Seeilnier . Smartie likes
Guy in spite of his red shirt ..congrat-
ulations to all Me new sorority pledges.
They hang on to their pins, hut the
bars' are gone with the wind column
ought to he goofy busy Now, what
with Leaf' Pear here.
Readings for the nest Masque
play N1 ill be held at 7.00 p.m.,
Sunda., 1111 Ins, anti Tursdire,
bminrs II, 15, 16 at the Little
Theatre.
The phis scheduled I. Thornton
Wilder's "Our TOW111... • l'illitrer
price phis which include. 35 char.
asters.
Peace is the new patriotism.
